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Have your say on the education review
By Gae Robinson
The 2016 Education Review has commenced. Gae Robinson,
Convenor of the Education Council Committee and Principal at
Finity, outlines the purpose of the review and tells us how
members can provide feedback on all aspects of Parts I, II and
III of the qualification education program.
The Institute’s Council has initiated a root and branch review of
the Institute’s qualification education program. The review will
cover all aspects of the education program – Parts I, II and III,
and will take account of the Institute's Strategic Plan 2015-17
and the resources available. The review will include research
and consultation with members, employers, accredited
universities and other stakeholders. The review’s deliverable will
be a report presented to Council in March 2017. It will provide
alternatives/options to the current approach to qualification
education which are practical, and affordable and sustainable
and recommend a model for qualification education which
meets the future requirements of the profession and individual
actuaries.

Wh
Why
y now?
The FIAA and AIAA qualifications are at the centre of the value
proposition for Members. It is important that these
qualifications remain highly valued. The qualification system
has been under increasing pressure over the past decade, and
there is now added impetus for a review given a number of
changes internationally which will impact the Institute’s current
education program.
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The key elements which are relevant to consider are:
1. the changing nature of the roles played by our profession and
views on what type of qualification education is most relevant
for qualified actuaries;
2. the cost (in time and dollars) of qualification for students –
both absolute and relative to other actuarial bodies;
3. the Institute’s ability to properly fund the operation and
enhancement of the system, including, in particular, our
reliance on (unpaid or low paid) ‘volunteers’;
4. competition from other actuarial bodies in Asia where 13% of
the Institute’s membership sits;
5. proposed changes to the qualification education syllabus by
the International Actuarial Association, and the subsequent
implementation proposals by IFoA, and Society of Actuaries;
6. the relationship between the objectives of the seven
Australian accredited universities, and the objectives of the
Institute;
7. the evolution of the education industry, with a move towards
online education, Universities with globally focused strategies
and free education eg. Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs); and
8. the need to have an education model which is flexible enough
to adapt over time.

In combination, these factors will impact the effectiveness of the
Institute’s qualification education system, in the medium to
longer term. At the very least the Institute will need to make a
decision about how to respond to the IFoA’s proposals given the
strong linkage between the Australian and UK systems.

Get involved
The consultation process starts now, with a survey going out to
all Members and an Insights session being held on 17 November
in Sydney (webinar available for other locations). Over October
to December 2016 input will be gathered from consultations and
will be used to form an early range of options to test with
members and other stakeholders across December 2016 to
January 2017. Over February the options will be narrowed to
form a realistic set of recommendations and viable business
model for Council’s consideration in March 2017. Following a
decision by Council, an implementation plan will be drafted and
presented at the June 2017 Council meeting.
As members, your input to this important review is welcomed
and valued. We have set up an email address for you to post
any questions or suggestions regarding the review to the
Institute: educationreview@actuaries.asn.au
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PAS
AST
T EDUCATION
EDUCATION RE
REVIE
VIEWS
WS
This review will be different to recent reviews, as it will involve the
full education program (Parts I-III) and look at both the content of
the program and the business model behind it. Furthermore, it will
also be supported by an external consultant, providing an objective
view.

WHO IS W
WORKING
ORKING ON THE REVIE
REVIEW?
W?
A committee has been formed, chaired by Daniel Smith (past
President), with members including: Jenny Lyon (Senior Vice
President), Gae Robinson (Convenor, Education Council
Committee), Hoa Bui (Councillor), Chao Qiao (Councillor), David
Bell (CEO) and Sarah Tedesco (COO). For the committee’s terms of
reference, please click here. We have also engaged an external
consultant to work with us -David Bowser from Curio Advisory.
David specialises in strategy, marketing, product development and
organisational change engagements in education institutions and
has worked with a number of large Australian universities and
professional associations.

ABOUT OUR EDUCA
EDUCATION
TION PR
PROGRAM
OGRAM
The actuarial qualification education program in Australia is made
up of three parts and can take some time to complete, but it also
provides an opportunity for students to build their skills and
knowledge of mathematical models, financial theory, economics
and the legislation and regulation that underpin the high standards
of actuarial practice. Furthermore, at a Part III level, it focuses on
applying theoretical skills and using judgement in a business
context.
At present, Part I of the education program is delivered by
accredited universities or through distance study via the UK
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (‘IFoA’). Part II is delivered via
accredited universities and Part III is delivered by the Institute in
two semesters each calendar year through the contribution of
members acting as education volunteers.
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Critical Line – Volume 7
By Oliver Chambers
In this month's column of The Critical Line: intelligent sorting,
generalised rock paper scissors, and efficiency!
The theme of this month’s column of The Critical Line is
efficiency. Everyone likes a bit of efficiency; also I have left this
column to the last minute and efficiency is on my mind. I would
like to share some small instances of efficiency that the reader
may find useful in their day to day life.
Intelligent Design Sort
While perusing the web for the most efficient sorting algorithm
to implement in VBA, I came across a remarkably efficient
constant time sorting algorithm – the intelligent design sort.
Overview: Intelligent design sort is a sorting algorithm based on
the theory of intelligent design.
Algorithm: The probability of the original input list being in the
exact order it's in is

. There is such a small likelihood of this

that it's clearly absurd to say that this happened by chance, so it
must have been consciously put in that order by an intelligent
Sorter. Therefore it's safe to assume that it's already optimally
sorted in some way that transcends our naïve mortal
understanding of "ascending order". Any attempt to change that
order to conform to our own preconceptions would actually
make it less sorted.
One drawback of using this algorithm is that fundamental
discussions with the model validation team can arise and it
sometimes leads to model inquisitions that no one was
expecting. For further analysis and corollaries of this algorithm
please refer to the webpage of its designer.
Rock Paper Scissor Lizzard Spock
The next example is an improvement to the age-old game of
rock paper scissors. The main inefficiency in the game of rock
paper scissors is that two people will draw

of the time, which

clearly too high. The easiest way to reduce the expected number
of draws is to introduce some new characters: say hello to
‘lizzard’ and ‘spock’. The diagram below illustrates how each
move interacts with every other move in this extension of the
game:

The primary drawback of this extension is that everybody always
chooses spock. This increases the expected number of draws
dramaticall and undermines the only motivation for the new
characters. Nonetheless credit to the original author here.
Warming Up
Following on from Rock-Paper-Scissors-Lizard-Spock, a natural
question arises: for which numbers, , can you create a ‘fair’
extension of Rock-Paper-Scissors with possible moves? (Let’s
define ‘fair’ to mean that if two players make different moves
then the game will be decisive and that each possible move has
an equal change to win)
Click to reveal solution
SOL
SOLUTI
UTION:
ON:
The answer is you can create a fair gam of Rock-Paper-Scissors if
an only if there are an odd number of moves
. To
demonstrate this we prove that it is impossible to have a fair
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game with an even number of moves, and provide a
construction where is odd.

appears answers could have been derived from other sources
also.

Case 1: is even. For any move there are
alternative
moves for which the game is decisive, because
is odd the
move will not win and lose to an equal number of other moves.
Therefore the game is not fair.

See final Solution here. Apologies again, happy puzzling!

Case 2: is odd. Similar to the diagram above, let each move be
represented by a point (vertex) and the draw an arrow (directed
edge) between two points whenever one move dominates the
other. Then we have a directed complete graph.
If we could decompose the edges of the graph into disjoint
cycles that go through each vertex once (a Hamiltonian cycle)
then we could have a fair game of generalised rock paper
scissors. For instance, in the graph below on 5 vertices I have
highlighted two directed cycles that define a fair game of rockpaper-scissors.

The question is now, for any odd
complete graph on

vertices into

, can we decompose a
disjoint Hamiltonian

cycles. This question is specific enough to plug into google
(remember this week it’s all about efficiency). The first result
gives us our desired construction.
An Efficient Birthday
An actuary is hosting a birthday party and he has invited all of
his friends and family. He knows that either or people will
attend the party, where and are two relatively prime
integers (i.e. they share no common divisor). He also strives for
efficiency in all aspects of his life and decides to pre-cut the
birthday cake. He would like to cut the cake into several pieces
such that the cake could by divided into either p or q groups of
equal quantity (without further division). What is the minimum
number of pieces that the actuary should divide the cake into to
meet this requirement?

Critical Line V
Volume
olume 6 Solution!
We received three answers to this Puzzle and the first to submit Dan Mayoh - was our chosen winner for the $50 book voucher!
Each answer pointed out a flaw in the puzzle design and we
want to apologise to everyone who scratched their head over
this! There was a lack of clarity on the definition of countries at
the Olympics - many nations compete under different titles to
their official name e.g. Chinese Taiwan competed under Taiwan
and the Independent Olympic Athletes (IOA) is definitely not a
country but is a competing state. When designing the puzzle we
used the official entrant list on the IOC website, however, it
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Actuaries Digital review
By Actuaries Institute
As we approach our second anniversary online, we would like to
hear from you on how we're doing.

At A
Actuaries
ctuaries Digital, our focus is to
provide relevant, high quality
timely content to our readership.
Our ambitious vision is to be the first port of call for the
actuarial profession and for the people working in the industries
being served by actuaries. We want to do our part in promoting
brand Actuary and be the platform for actuaries to showcase
their talent and thought-leadership for their industries.
Since we launched in April 2015, we have published 507 articles.
All of which have been solely focused on delivering relevant
content to readers.
Help us continue to improve the quality of Actuaries Digital. We
would appreciate your feedback via a short online survey. It
should only take two minutes of your time and will greatly assist
in making Actuaries Digital even better.
Thank you

Take the survey now
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New products in cyber insurance
By Sharanjit Paddam
Sharanjit Paddam, Principal at Deloitte Actuaries & Consultants,
interviews Emma Osgood – Senior Underwriter for Cyber
Liability at Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance on Cyber
Insurance.
Emma shares her views on how the business has changed over
the last few years, the prospects for growth and what might
drive that. Lastly, she tackles the question perplexing most of
the industry today: how exactly do you underwrite this new class
of business?
View the video here:
https://youtu.be/5CAW3AqtdJ8
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The Future of Transport – Smarter and Cleaner
Solutions
By Roger Xie
Technology is transforming all facets of our lives, especially in
forms of transportation. Roger Xie, student and part-time
Actuarial Analyst at Cover-More Travel Insurance, illustrates a
number of these changes and outlines how they affect the
insurance industry.
From the internet to smartphones, technological advancements
have been and will continue shaping our lifestyle, the global
socio-economic landscape, and the toolsets available to
professionals of all trades. At this point, we are at the edge of yet
another technological revolution: the rise of driverless vehicles,
shared mobility services and electric vehicles will have a farreaching impact on our society and economy, radically
transforming the global transport ecosystem and beyond. At the
same time, this revolution will present various new
opportunities and challenges for actuarial professionals.
The Er
Era
a of Autonomous V
Vehicles
ehicles
As of the time of writing, carmakers including Tesla, BMW,
Mercedes and Volvo have already integrated, or are soon to
integrate, self-driving features into their vehicles that will enable
partial or full autonomy. With companies worldwide[i] pouring a
staggering amount of resources into developing the required
technologies, and some already reaching significant
milestones[ii], the much-rumoured driverless cars, or
autonomous vehicles have finally emerged from their sci-fi
fantasy status to become a promising reality, contingent on the
ultimate alignment of technology enablement, regulatory
approval and consumer adoption.

Tesla CEO Elon Musk speaks about driverless vehicles at the
2016 Code Conference. Photo: Recode.net

To provide a snapshot of the latest industrial movements: Tesla
announced last week that all their vehicles being produced now
will have full self-driving hardware [iii]. In August, Singapore,
through nuTonomy, became the first country in the world to
launch a self-driving taxi service[iv], beating the ride-hailing giant
Uber, who just launched their own driverless taxis in Pittsburgh
in partnership with Volvo[v]. This was followed by the US
Department of Transport releasing new guidelines for driverless
cars in September[vi]. Earlier this year, General Motors invested
$500 million in Lyft, Uber’s prime competitor, and acquired an
autonomous software company named Cruise Automation.
Additionally, Google has formed a partnership with Fiat Chrysler
to work on autonomous minivans all whilst its Chinese
equivalent, Baidu is pushing to mass produce driverless electric
cars in 5 years[vii]
BI Intelligence’s Self-Driving Car Report (2015) predicts ten
million self-driving vehicles (semi and fully-autonomous) to be
on the streets by 2020.
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A map of key players involved in the self-driving car industry by
Vision Systems Intelligence

The recently-unveiled Tesla Model S P100D has an impressive
range of 315 miles per charge, and is capable of a 0-60 mph
acceleration in 2.5 seconds, making it the world’s quickest
production car, matched only by the LaFerrari and the Porsche
918 Spyder. Photo: Tesla.com

Rise of Shared Mobility Services
The global rise of shared mobility services in recent years has
offered the public a wider range of mobility options and
significantly enhanced urban mobility. The enormous success
enjoyed by ride-sharing service providers including US-based
Uber and China-based Didi Chuxing have placed them amongst
the most valued companies in the world.
The benefits associated with the rise of shared mobility services
are: reinforced by the driverless car technology, increased
utilisation rate of vehicles can reduce car ownership and
consequently result in less demand for designated parking
facilities, potentially freeing up property resources in cities.
Furthermore, the reduction in the number of vehicles,
complemented by rising popularity in hybrid and electric
vehicles, will likely lead to cleaner cities.
Shared modes of transport are expected to continue improving
and growing in significance. Combined with existing modes of
transit, this robust, intelligent transportation network will mean
easier access, lower costs, cleaner cities, and therefore better
overall living standards for citizens worldwide.
“Revenge of the Electric Car
Car[viii]
[viii]””
Besides the obvious fuel-saving benefit, electric vehicles (EVs)
offer numerous other advantages over their internal combustion
engine (ICE) counterparts: inherently fast acceleration, lower
maintenance due to design, quieter operation, zero emission,
etc. With rapid breakthroughs in battery technology and the
growing number of charging facilities globally, the once much
ridiculed EVs have regained the confidence of consumers
worldwide, demonstrated by approximately 400,000 pre-orders
of Tesla’s mass market Model 3 vehicles[ix]. Countries including
Norway, Germany and China have announced ambitious plans
and incentive programs for promoting EVs and restricting
gasoline cars and this movement is strengthened by
manufacturers worldwide releasing aggressive plans to
challenge Tesla’s supremacy in the EV market.

Implications for the Motor Insur
Insurance
ance Industry
The above trends, particularly, the emergence of autonomous
vehicles is set to bring profound changes to various industries
and completely transform the nature of automobile insurance.
While the details of the potential disruptions are open to debate,
the following implications can be reasonably expected:
• Fall in Personal Lines Motor Insurance: With human errors
[x]

accounting for 90% of road accidents , driverless cars
possess the potential to remove this human element of risk
and thus dramatically improve road safety. The emergence of
shared-mobility services, alongside continuously operational
driverless fleets will likely increase the vehicle utilisation rate
and reduce car ownership. With fewer drivers, fewer vehicles
and significantly fewer accidents, conventional personal lines
motor insurance business is expected to significantly shrink in
size, if not completely disappear. Competition within the
industry is likely to intensify, following decreasing premium
rates necessary for reflecting the reduced risk[xi].
• Rise in Commercial Lines Motor Insurance: As vehicles
become automated, they effectively become the drivers and
as such, liability may be transferred from drivers to
manufacturers. If this happens, the underwriting process will
be radically different from existing practice. For example, risk
assessments could become vehicle-based instead of driverbased, using rating factors such as brand, software version,
etc. Therefore, insurers could potentially arrange these
product liability insurance policies directly with the
manufacturers, implying a shift to the B2B operating model.
• Improved Claims Processing: The availability of data collected
by autonomous vehicles can largely simplify, or even
automate, the investigation of accident claims. The “black
box” data will give insurers a detailed description of every
incident, allowing each case to be accurately and fairly
assessed, potentially eliminating the possibility of fraudulent
claims and scams.
• Cyber and Terrorism Risks: Logically, since the next
generation vehicles are software-driven, these computers-onwheels are, by their nature, vulnerable to system
malfunctions, hacking and cyberattacks. The possibility of
criminals or terrorists remotely gaining control over vehicles
for violent purposes is rather horrifying. It is worth
mentioning that the U.N. has recently disclosed plans to
release guidelines for preventing cyberattacks on network
systems used by autonomous vehicles.[xii]
Other Possibilities of Future Ground TTrransport
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On a lighter note, while much potential remains for optimising
the existing transportation network. Concepts around potential
new modes of ground transport are well worth exploring. The
so-called “Hyperloop” high-speed rail system is one such
adventurous yet practical concept, with the exciting potential of
enabling a 55-minute trip between the CBD’s of Sydney and
Melbourne.

[vi] http://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/us-governmentissues-the-first-guidelines-for-driverless-cars/3518971.html
[vii] http://www.forbes.com/sites/tychodefeijter/2016/06/29/
chinas-internet-giant-baidu-to-mass-produce-driverless-carsin-5-years/#17c7fafedad6
[viii] This title was originally used for a 2011 documentary of
electric vehicles
[ix] As of 19 May 2016, see http://bgr.com/2016/05/19/teslamodel-3-preorder-numbers/
[x] http://www.alertdriving.com/home/fleet-alert-magazine/
international/human-error-accounts-90-road-accidents
[xi] Although some argue that in the short term, the cost for
repairing autonomous vehicles could be high, counteracting the
effect of reduction in accidents and potentially inflating the
premiums.
[xii] http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/08/23/national/u-nplans-guidelines-combat-hacking-self-driving-carssource/#.V8FHu8EkrD4

A concept design of a Hyperloop station by Hyperloop
Technologies (now Hyperloop One)

From Actuaries to Futurists
As we observe the unfolding of what UBS calls the fourth
industrial revolution – the era of extreme automation and
connectivity, it must be recognised that all industries, not just
transport, are open to disruptive innovations. Therefore, futureminded actuarial professionals will have important roles to play
in assisting government and business in steering through the
upcoming waves of revolutions. Conceivably, such functions
would include predicting and managing emerging risks, ensuring
smooth transitions between different phases of socialtechnological development and helping organisations take
advantage of upcoming opportunities and capture new value.
There may even be opportunities for actuarial professionals to
be directly involved in the development of emerging
technologies (e.g. analysis of fleet data).
As the British mathematician Alan Turing puts it, “we can only
see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that
needs to be done.”

[i] A non-exhaustive list of such companies: Tesla, Google, Apple,
Baidu (partnered with BMW), Uber (partnered with Ford),
Mercedes-Benz…
[ii] Google’s self-driving car fleet, for example, has already
logged over 1.5 million miles of driving https://www.google.com/
selfdrivingcar/
[iii] https://www.tesla.com/en_AU/blog/all-tesla-cars-beingproduced-now-have-full-self-driving-hardware
[iv] http://www.wsj.com/articles/worlds-first-self-driving-taxishit-the-road-in-singapore-1472102747
[v] http://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2016/09/14/uber-driverlesscars-hit-the-streets-of-pittsburgh/
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Riding High on the Perfect Storm
By Win-Li Toh
The last few years have not been easy for general insurers.
Strong competition and falling or flat premium rates have meant
a pressing focus on efficiency and underwriting discipline. But
could the cycle be about to turn? Win-Li Toh outlines the
industry conditions ahead of her Plenary talk at the 2016
General Insurance Seminar.
Being in the business of managing risk, insurers are wellequipped at dealing with challenging landscapes. Traditionally,
this has involved limiting the consequences of unexpected and
adverse events for policyholders. More and more, however,
insurers are being required to confront challenging unknowns in
their own landscapes – from sales and distribution, to
underwriting, pricing, reserving and claims management.
A tough few years: when will the cycle turn?
It’s fair to say the last few years have not been easy for insurers.
The current environment is one of strong competition and
excess capacity, with several years of falling or flat premium
rates, reducing reserve releases and low yields. Consequently,
the pressing focus for insurers has been on efficiency and
underwriting discipline.
Things may well be starting to turn around. The latest APRA
statistics show a drop in the overall combined loss ratios across
the industry of 3% – from 95% in the previous year to 92% over
FY16. Results have varied across classes, with commercial motor
and property both experiencing combined ratios in excess of
100%.
Insurers want to know whether the cycle will turn soon, or will
these conditions persist? There are some reasons for optimism.
Recent global merger activity may result in greater focus by the
acquirers on profitability, and provide a catalyst for change. Also
underwriters and regulators are gaining more insight as time
persists and so will be better able to identify unreasonably low
rates and to act on them.
Climate change: feeling the heat?
On top of this, the very real, and well-accepted risks of climate
change have the potential to significantly impact insurers ’
business models worldwide. In Australia such business-risks are

amplified – we’re the developed nation most exposed to natural
perils.
Insurers looking to thrive in this unstable climate would do well
to actively engage in the discussion on the potential risks, the
right data to collect, and be prepared for the flow-on impacts of
increasing premiums and tougher capital requirements.
Big data and technology: perfect conditions for driving change
Despite this uncertain environment, or perhaps because of it,
investment in innovation across the entire insurance value-chain
is gaining momentum. The digitisation of the industry, big data,
plus increasing consumer desire for real-time solutions and
greater customisation to their needs, mean that conditions are
perfect for driving change.
The use of new IT technologies also provides scope for
significant reductions in costs in insurer systems, back office and
claims processes. Advancements in blockchain technology and
other data pooling mechanisms have the potential to enhance
insurers’ abilities to detect and act on fraudulent claims.
To exploit these new technologies, savvy insurers will be looking
for the optimal mix of building their own technological
capability, acquiring innovators, and forming the right
partnerships.
On the subject of driving change, driverless cars are expected to
be commercially viable within the next five years. This will be a
major disrupter to the motor industry, and therefore those
insurers with motor portfolios.
Such disruption raises many questions. How will this impact
claim frequency, and the sort of cover needed? Will fault be on
the occupant, car manufacturer, systems manufacturer or the
GPS network supplier? How will premiums be determined?
Cyber risks and privacy – is big brother watching you?
The downside of our increasing connectedness is a greater risk
of cyber-attacks and privacy breaches. Insurers can benefit from
broadening their product-offering to cover these risks, but must
also keep a firm eye on their own systems.
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We’ll be discussing these risks – and more – in depth at the 2016
Actuaries Institute General Insurance Seminar.
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Actuary's book launches flexible work discussion
By Stephanie Quine

Nicolette Rubinsztein,
Director, actuary
actuary,, former
Gener
General
al Manager of Str
Strategy
ategy
at Colonial First State/
Commonwealth Bank and
mother of three, has launched
her first book 'Not Guilty' - a
pr
practical
actical guide for women
who want to better balance
professional life and
motherhood.
At the launch on 23 September Nicolette, a member of
the Actuaries Institute Council and Public Policy
Committee, focused attention on the challenges
professional working women trying to raise a young
family face.
Nicolette's husband, her three children, and her parents, who
had flown over from South Africa, were in attendance together
with friends and colleagues. CEO of the Actuaries Institute David
Bell, Senior Vice President Jenny Lyon, and Deputy CEO and
Head of Public Policy Elayne Grace were also in the audience.

The book applies the McKinsey 7 S Framework for managing the
strategy of a company - with 'shared values' its heart - to
managing work and home life.
Nicolette speaks directly to the guilt and insecurity women can
feel in the workplace, especially around maternity leave
periods, and what needs to change from a legislative and
corporate management perspective, to improve outcomes for
working mothers.

"I don't think it's possible for us to have it all or be
perfect career mums," Nicolette told those gathered in
Darling Park, Sydney.
"This book is targeted at women trying to do a bit of
both; have an [engaged professional life] and quality
time raising kids."
"The right boss is the most critical thing. You can have the right
company and HR policies, but if you don't have the right boss
you can't get that flexible work agreed to," said Nicolette.
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The launch featured an introduction by Ian Narev, CEO of
Commonwealth Bank , and Jane Curry, owner and managing
director of Ventura Press.
"For women, and men, it's about finding out what works for you
and making choices," said Ian.
"It's our [the organisation's] responsibility to try to create an
environment where a maximum number of those choices can be
accommodated well."
The percentage of working women with children aged under 18
has increased from 47% in 1975 to 71% in 2010*
Jane described an engaged professional life as 'essential'.
This is even more pertinent for mothers today, with *US Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS) data suggesting the percentage of
working women with children aged under 18 has increased from
9% in 1940 to 47% in 1975 and 71% in 2010.

"We are well on the way to achieving gender equality in the
workplace, I say that because of my own experience," said
Nicolette, adding that she is particularly in awe of the men that
lead the way on the subject of flexibility.
The launch was followed by a panel discussion on the benefits
and challenges of particular types of flexible work agreements.
Mark Worthington, Executive General Manager of Group Audit at
CBA described how he changed his work habits to allow him to
improve his parenting capacity, and what this meant for his
clients, staff and his own attitudes.

"Flexible work practices allow talented people like Nicolette to
stay in the system," said Jane, who said she jumped on the
opportunity to publish Nicolette - named one of Australia's most
powerful part-time workers in 2014.
Some other interesting points Nicolette made, based on her
research, included:
• The most important thing to drive happiness is relationships
• It's the quality of time with your children that counts, not the
quantity
• Parental care and preschool are effective, but when it comes
to day-care for kids under the age of three, research on the
benefits is 'murky'
• Outsourcing is a "capability" successful career mums need to
master
• It is important to build up "brownie points" with your
employer before negotiating part-time work arrangements

Mark Worthington, Executive GM of Group Audit at CBA pictured
with Executive Managers in CBA's Wealth Management Strategic
Development team, Lucy Foster (centre) and Catherine van der
Veen (right).

"Never for one moment did I hide [from clients] what was going
on," Mark said in regards to the uptick in his working from
home. He emphasised the need for open discussion on
"essential" flexible work options when individuals face personal
challenges or family life changes, as he did.
"I've had people break down and cry...and stop and thank me
for speaking out about this," Mark said.
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Spotlighting 'powerful partnerships'
Self-described "work-wives", job-sharing Executive Managers in
CBA's Wealth Management Strategic Development team, Lucy
Foster and Catherine van der Veen, explained their arrangement
and why they are strong advocates for this "underutilised and
lesser known" form of flexible working.
"Working part-time and being responsible for all the output is
very challenging," said Lucy.
"Six years ago [when I first job-shared], people had no idea what
it was, they thought it was just something nurses did. We
educated our stakeholders and got promoted through job
share."
The pair emphasised the importance of mapping out areas of
the job and deliverables they share (60%) and areas of
specialisation they each cover in the remaining 40% of
the workload.
"Lucy is very good at the detail...I'm more of an experimental
thinker," said Catherine.
"I'm an alpha person, I like to control things...but once my 2.5
days are over, I have to let go and accept decisions I may not
have made," said Catherine.
Research shows job sharing can increase productivity by up to
30%. Both Catherine and Lucy were quick to tout its benefits,
including;
• It morphs your two best candidates into one role
• It has a "triple bottom line impact"
• It caters to different life stages and ages
But job sharing is not without its challenges. It requires those in
partnership to have a high level of trust, communication and
mutual respect.
"I'm an alpha person, I like to control things, I'm on a career
trajectory...but once my 2.5 days are over, I have to let go and
accept decisions I may not have made," said Catherine.
Nicolet
Nicolette
te's
's book Not Guilty can be purchased here. All author
profits go to Missionvale Austr
Australia
alia..
Read a short book review of Not Guilty by CFO and Chief Actuary
of Comminsure, Jennifer Lang.
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Optimising a diverse team
By Jan Swinhoe
Sometimes, the biggest challenge in management is learning
how to lead according to the make up of your new team. Jan
Swinhoe writes about her personal experience and shares tips
on how to optimise a new team of highly diverse members.
Many of us can reflect on (what we thought at the time were)
“the glory days” when we arrived at our first job to find a
department full of people just like ourselves- actuaries or
actuarial students who were all about the same age, same work
ethic, a solid university degree under our belt and very often
similar interests outside the workplace. Yes, how easy was thatwe all spoke the same jargon, communicated easily and could
even finish each others’ sentences, at times.
This is how many actuaries start their careers but if we choose
to broaden our career or, specifically, move into general
management the situation can alter dramatically and we are
often ill-equipped to manage appropriately.
For most of my career, I was managing “like minded” people
until I was given the opportunity to run a completely different
business, one that I knew very little about but which had
fascinated me. I imagined the challenge would lie in getting to
grips with the underlying business but, instead, it lay in the
diversity of the new team. Instead of a group of all male,
Australian, university educated individuals aged between 30 and
45 who were paid a salary and bonus, I was overseeing a new
business with 50% males and 50% females, 20% of employees
were part-time with an age range of 20 to 70, a broad cultural
mix and different remuneration structures, many of whom had
no variable component. Quite simply, it was a good reflection of
Australian working age society, but one that I was ill-equipped to
manage.
Did you know in Australia that?
• More than 25% of the population were born overseas.
• Over 2.5 million people speak a language other than English
at home.
• Over 200 languages are spoken in Australia.
• 15% of working age people live with some form of disability.
• 3 million people act as carers providing assistance to people
who need help because of disabilities and ageing.
So what is diversity and why should we encourage it?

Diversity covers all the ways in which individuals differ, both on
a personal basis and in terms of organisation. These can be both
observable and unobservable and may include race, ethnicity,
gender, age, tenure, function background, sexual orientation,
socio-economic status, education, physical and mental ability,
values and attitudes.
The case for diversity rests on the premise (backed up by
significant data), that in an increasingly competitive and global
world, organisations need to turn to their human resources for
creativity and innovation, which will, in turn, set them apart. This
creativity and innovation involves the acquisition, dissemination
and reaction to new knowledge.
Long gone are the days of promotion as a function of length of
service. Now, more appropriately, greater opportunities are
afforded to those who invent or re-engineer new processes,
ideas or systems. Nowhere is this more evident than in the tech
sector with significant enterprises born out of university student
garages (Apple and, more recently, our very own Atlassian).
Studies by behavioural economist, Professor Roy Chua
(Harvard), show that in order for diverse teams to outperform
their more homogeneous competitors, they must also have a
harmonious workplace. Then, Chua’s studies show, for example
that diverse cities experience greater economic growth and also
companies with females on their boards financially outperform
those that don’t.
So, the golden key lies in being able to create, retain and
motivate a diverse team in a harmonious manner. Some tips
(not exhaustive) in optimising this include:
1. Encourage the valuing of difference. It is easy for dysfunction
to occur if there is an in-group and an out-group, particularly
if one is a minority group which becomes marginalised and
then either underperforms or leaves. By speaking openly, say
at a regular “town hall” meetings, about the range of ideas
especially those coming from the out-group will ensure they
feel valued and come back into the fold.
2. Develop a team identity. Instead of employees identifying on
the basis of gender/ education/ cultural background, it is ideal
if they identify as part of a team. Sporting teams (such as the
recent Bulldogs victory in the AFL after a sixty two year
absence) often excel in this area. This identity should be
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developed in an inclusive manner so that the team identity is
of higher order than the individual descriptors.
3. Once the team identity is agreed and established then the
VISION should be workshopped. As with 2 above, this may
evolve over a number of forums that may include social
interactions where individuals openly discuss their own
cultural and other practices.
4. Finally, give the team time. All relationships form over time
and it is wise to treat the team as evolving. The culture of the
team can be enhanced by site visits to other organisations/
locations, which are further through the process and can
contribute positively to the new team. Individuals may also be
encouraged to keep a journal in which they record their
thoughts and reflect on, from time to time.
There is no question that clear and positive communication is
the essence of diversity management. Further, in an era where
the next great source of innovation is unknown, the best hope of
achieving competitive positioning is creating and optimising
diverse teams.

Jan Swinhoe speaking at the Career Advisors Forum at the
Actuaries Institute
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The challenge of delivering change and meeting
members’ needs - CEO Column
By David Bell
In this month’s CEO Column, David Bell outlines progress on the
Institute’s 2015-17 Strategic Plan, its finances, changes to the HQ
team, and challenges to be faced.

“You can’t compete if you are not changing all the time” - David
Murray, Actuaries Institute ERM Seminar,

As a result, there have been many changes to the Institute, its
team, and what we are attempting to achieve for members.
I would add, very quickly at this stage, that these achievements
have been made possible through a partnership with the
Institute’s governing and leadership body, the Council, the great
work of the HQ team, and the contribution of hundreds of
members. Our volunteers are critical to our success, support the
delivery of many programs, and are the source of many great
ideas, and initiatives.

Str
Strategic
ategic Plan 2015-17
The 2015-17 Strategic Plan with its five goals, has many linkages
to previous Strategic Plans – it would be surprising if it didn’t.
The current Plan emphasizes the following key points:
Goal 1: Education renewal. The need to transform our
qualification education system and CPD offering so that it keeps
up with member demand, new practices, the latest content, as
well as better ways to deliver information and our education
services.

20 September 2016
I was fortunate when I started as the Institute’s CEO in January
2014, that my predecessor Melinda Howes had put in place very
solid foundations, including a great team culture, and a strategic
plan which still had a year to run.
However, to echo David Murray’s sentiment at the recent ERM
seminar, you can’t stand still in this world and not expect to be
run over.

Goal 2: Members and students first. There is absolute focus on
providing members what they want at the best price. Key
elements of this approach have included: greater transparency
of our operations (e.g. Members can now see Council’s minutes),
and making sure we live within our means (more on that
below). We are about to launch a new student focused app,
Actuarial Sprint, which will provide information, media and
videos tailored to their interests.
Goal 3
3: Greater public attention and influence. These two go
hand-in-hand. We have stepped up not only the number of our
quality papers and submissions but also how we market them
both through free and paid media, including the already
established brand marketing campaign: ‘See what we see’.
Goal 4: Better engagement with our Asia-based members. We
are now recruiting to provide our members support on-theground, in Hong Kong. This will allow us to promote member
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networking, provide student support, key stakeholder
engagement and ensure that there is a clear understanding of
the value of the Australian actuarial qualification.
Goal 5: Promoting banking and data analytics as mainstream
practice areas. Data analytics, in particular, has a lot of untapped
potential, and our energized working group is providing
excellent leadership.
Finances
The Institute’s finances remain strong and our focus is on
sustainable financing of the Institute’s operations. We have
moved from budget deficits funded by reserves to generating
small surpluses from 2016 onwards. Compared to 2014, our
expenditure is $490k (6%) less in 2016 at a total of $8.3m.

policies (are they relevant? do they need updating?), financial
delegations from Council, support to committees and support
to volunteers.
• Code of Professional Conduct Review: The Code was last
reviewed in 2009 but given the recent expansion of the
profession into emerging practice areas it is timely to
consider the Code’s applicability to new professional services.
• Appointed Actuary (AA) Review: APRA’s review of the role of
the AA has stimulated much internal discussion especially
between GI, Life and Health practice groups. The Institute has
submitted its response to the regulator’s discussion paper
and we look forward to further engagement with APRA as it
develops its thinking on the future role of the AA. The
Institute’s role will continue as relevant professional
standards will need to be reviewed to reflect the new
prudential requirements.
Challenges to be face
faced
d

HQ team
The HQ team has been restructured in order to deliver the
Strategic Plan. Key among the changes is organising our member
facing services: education, events and membership into one
team led by Sarah Tedesco. This will allow us to improve
coordination when assisting and working with members, as well
as managing the work flow of the team. A critical element of the
new structure is the rebuilding of our database management
system so that it is integrated into team processes and activity.
We have recently appointed Lily Meszaros to build our volunteer
and committee capability at HQ and provide better support to
volunteers. The services and input volunteers provide the
Institute are vital, and we need to harness and recognise that
support.
We have also boosted our public policy area, in recent years,
through the appointment of an additional staff member. Our
communications and marketing team has also boosted its digital
publishing expertise which has been important for the
successful roll-out of Actuaries Digital.
Some of what
what’s
’s on our plate now
The HQ team is bedding down the new structure but is also
focused on delivering on a large number of initiatives. Some of
these include:
• Education Review: This is a critical review of the Institute’s
qualification education system. Led by Daniel Smith, and with
the help of select Council members and an external expert, a
report, which will recommend a new education strategy and
business model, will be delivered to Council in March 2017.
Members, employers and accredited universities will be
consulted throughout the process.
• Disciplinary Scheme Review: One of the core responsibilities
of a profession is to be able to regulate itself, and the conduct
of its members. The review of the Scheme will be finalised in
April 2018 when members consider proposed changes at the
AGM. Of course, along the way, members will have
opportunities to have their views heard.
• Banking course Part III: After several years of work, a new
Part III course is likely to be available for semester 2 2017,
and we are currently finalising the Faculty and the syllabus.
• Increasing Public Policy output: Our goal is to publish at least
two substantial papers each year, as well as our responses
and submissions to range of government and parliamentary
inquiries. The next paper to be published is on digital
disruption in the insurance industry, followed by a paper on
mental health.
• Operational governance review: We are improving the
efficiency of the Institute’s operations by: reviewing all of our

While I firmly believe that the Institute is in a good position
through the direction and efforts of the Council, members and
the HQ team, its important not to fall into the trap of
complacency.
In my view the five biggest challenges the Institute faces, in what
should be its constant quest for relevance and providing the
best possible service to its members, are:
1. Making sure our Strategic Plan takes account of key and
relevant future trends, and looks far enough ahead when
doing so. Council will be addressing this when it reviews the
current Strategic Plan in early 2017.
2. Internationalisation of the profession. Capital flows,
information exchange, laws and standards and the movement
of people now happen at a global level. There are
opportunities (and threats) for the Australian arm of the
profession which we must be far-sighted about, and act upon.
3. Ensuring we have the best possible qualification education
model in place for the future. Working out what this model is,
gaining member support, and then delivering a new approach
is a significant undertaking. It’s vital work though, because
the Institute’s actuarial qualification is the raison d’être of the
organisation.
4. Expanding the reach of the profession and actuaries into new
areas of practice. Data analytics represents the most
significant current opportunity. There will be others and we
need to ensure the trends that are relevant for the profession
are identified early, understood and responded to effectively.
5. Making sure the Institute itself is fit-for-purpose to be able to
deliver on the current strategy and future challenges. The key
to this is running a modern, efficient membership
organisation, with appropriate governance, which is aligned
with the needs and interests of its members.
Your views mat
matter
ter
If you have any views on the any of the matters I have raised I
encourage you to share them with me, and your colleagues,
through commenting on this article on Actuaries Digital or
getting in touch via david.bell@actuaries.asn.au.
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Group Insurance Topical Issues Insight Sessions
By Kit Ng
In this article, Kit Ng shares her key takeaways from the recent
‘Group Insurance Topical Issues’ Insight Sessions

he had shared definitely resonated with my very own experience
working in corporate transformation program.

Working in a corporate actuarial function often means it can be
harder to stay up to date with current issues in the industry. The
Institute insight sessions have been a great forum for me to
catch up on hot topics in the industry. Group Insurance topical
issues were featured recently. What an opportunity to learn
about the challenges faced by the insurers and reinsurers as
well as challenges in data all in one go!

Challenges faced by the reinsurers
I have particularly enjoyed this segment of the session mostly
due to Andrew’s great sense of humour. Andrew shared his view
how the role played by the reinsurer has shifted from a pricetaker to a trusted advisor. The group insurance market prior to
year 2014 was highly commoditised. It had a perceived
improving TPD experience and prices drove many key decisions.
During the period, reinsurer was a price taker. Since the start of
2014, the cost of group insurance has been on the rise as the
insurers and reinsurers rebased their prices to reflect the
increasing claim cost. Since then, the market players place a
greater value on sustainable terms and have a greater focus on
operational efficiency. Reinsurer is often relied on as the pricing
expertise; playing its role as a trusted advisor.

Challenges faced by the insurers
Poor disability experience coupled with increased lawyers ’
involvement in disability claim activities had been attributed to
drive key activities such as increase in group insurance
premium, review and redesign of disability offerings. At one
point, some reinsurers had no appetite to write new disability
business. All these point to a fundamental topic – sustainability.
Sustainability comes in a package
Sustainable insurance offerings cover more than just pricing. It
also includes type of coverage, level of coverage and eligibility
terms and conditions. Prior to 2014, TPD was often offered as
default benefit, fixed benefit and premium design with
education, training and experience (ETE) definition. In hindsight,
the design may or may not be in the best interest of the funds ’
members. The recent product designs are shifting towards a
strong focus on early intervention, vocational rehabilitation and
return to work outcome focus. Richard Land walked us through
some market pioneering TPD new designs such as SunSuper TPD
instalment benefits with a five year sunset clause and PSSap
integrated TPD and income protection product.
TPD definition was also being looked at. “Unable ever” vs.
“Unlikely ever” – what is the implication of this change for the
member. It was a privilege to hear the legal perspectives from
Claire Machin.
With tightening market capacity, QSuper became the first nonprofit super fund to launch its own life insurance company,
QInsure. Setting up a new life company is definitely not a day
task. Greg Staunton shared the three year journey that QSuper
had gone through to get to QInsure today. Some of the key
challenges like managing various stakeholders’ expectations that

Challenges in group insur
insurance
ance data
For those who work with group insurance data will know how
labourous it is to clean and analyse the data. Data is infrequent
and of poor quality. It often has missing values and contains
limited useful analytical factors. Daniel Stone showcased how
ABS census data could potentially be used as backfill to increase
the predictability of the dataset; offering new insights. I can
foresee the future of data analytics and can’t wait to see what
the Data Analytics Seminar in October has to offer!

Insights - TTopical
opical Issues in Group Insur
Insurance
ance (Part 1)
Presentation
Audio
Video
Insights - TTopical
opical Issues in Group Insur
Insurance
ance (Part 2)
Presentation
Audio
Video
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Book Review: Not Guilty by Nicolette Rubinsztein
By Jennifer Lang

Actuaries Magazine

Jennifer Lang reviews
actuary Nicolette
Rubinsztein's new book
'Not Guilty' which
applies the McKinsey
7-S Framework to the
life of a career mum.

core is about shared values. The book mostly contains strategic
advice, for the successful career mum, but also along the way,
makes some important points about what needs to change from
a legislative and corporate framework to improve the lot of
working mothers.

McKinsey 7S Fr
Framework
amework

• Shared values – As the diagram shows, in any organisation,
you need to understand your values. This chapter gives some
great suggestions about the key questions you should think
about to make sure you are on the same page within your
family – you and your partner, and your wider family.
• Structure – What structure should you put around your life?
Rubinzstein strongly advocates part-time work. This is the
central theme of the book. Rubinzstein was named one of
Australia’s most powerful part-time workers in 2014, and she
is a passionate advocate for part-time work as a structure for
working mothers. She makes a strong case, and it has clearly
worked for her, with a high-profile, intense role that she was
able to do by working (mostly) the hours from 7 am to 1pm.
I’m not sure if I entirely agree, having watched many women
having to settle for roles well below their abilities in order to
achieve that coveted part-time role (and watched other
women work full-time hours for a part-time salary). But if, as
Rubinzstein advocates, corporates embrace part-time (and
flexible) work more comprehensively, there will be benefits
that go well beyond the individual women who manage to
work part-time.

This book, by an actuary, is about managing a career while being
a working mother. So it was pretty much essential that I review it
on my blog, where I often write about work, family and even
actuarial issues. Nicolette and I have also been colleagues for
much of the last ten years, so I’m not completely unbiased as a
reviewer.
Rubinzstein structures her book around the McKinsey 7 S
Strategic Framework for managing the strategy of a company –
looking at managing a career as a working mother as an
organisational challenge. McKinsey’s framework is about
managing an organisation – it’s a fabulous intuitive leap to use it
as a way of managing your work and home life. The framework
has seven essential factors, as shown in the diagram below. The

…perhaps the main stumbling block is that
companies just aren’t that flexible and they don’t like
to offer women part-time options….letting market
forces and competition work this out is going to take
too long. The government needs to look at ways to
incentivise companies to offer women part-time work
after maternity leave. And women need to be more
forceful about pushing through this option and
making it work for everyone involved.
• Style – this chapter talks about managing your personal brand
at work. There are some really important and useful
suggestions here. My only issue with this section is that
Rubinzstein is effectively suggesting that you have to be a star
worker to be able to score the part-time role she is
advocating. I’m sure she is more often right than not, but I
would love to think that the ordinary worker can achieve a
fulfilling part-time role, not just the star performer.
• Skills – Here Rubinzstein talks about the benefits to
companies of diversity of thought and skills. As a worker, it is
important to think about how what you bring to a company,
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and the skills and diversity a company needs to help you think
about how to market yourself and also what skills you should
be trying to develop. At the same time, in thinking about
where to work, understanding the skills of the company in
managing a diverse and flexible workforce is important to
whether your skills will be utilised to the fullest.
• Str
Strategy
ategy – this chapter is largely about managing childcare –
what are your options and how should you choose? The key
points here are that your choices are limited by three
main factors; time, money and values.
• Staff – who does what in the household? It is important to
understand all the tasks that need to be done, and agree (as
much as possible upfront) who is going to be responsible for
them. And if you can, outsource. Time has a value, and it isn’t
a renewable resource, and most people underestimate the
value of their own time.
• Systems – And finally systems are about understanding the
processes you have to make sure everything happens. I’ve
often found that reading management books and books
about educating children have surprising similarities. Well
Rubinzstein makes that point that processes help things
happen everywhere – at home, at work, and at school.
In some ways, this book ought to be read at least as much by
senior executives as by women trying to strategise their careers
as mothers. The insights into what it takes to be successful
career mother, whether full-time, part-time, with or without
career breaks, leaning in or leaning out are worth taking the
time to explore for those managing a workforce which includes
mothers, as well as the mothers themselves.
I don’t entirely agree with Rubinzstein that part-time work is the
only (or best) solution to managing a career as a mother. While
she makes a strong case, which would be stronger if Corporate
Australia was making part-time work a viable career option in
meaningful roles, I would like to think that these days most
senior executives understand the value to their organisation of
their people (even those who don’t want to devote every working
hour to work), and would therefore understand how to help
working mothers at different stages of their lives. In the end, this
book serves as a great reminder of just how much loyalty (or
disloyalty) can be created by how the organisation responds to
the needs of their human workers who have families as well as
workplaces. Worth reading for anyone who is a working mother,
or managing one.

This article originally appeared on Actuarial Eye on 4 October
2016.
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Update on physical, transition and liability
climate risks
By David Jenkins and Stephanie Quine

An Actuaries Institute event
last week explored case
studies of the physical risks
from natural disasters,
transition risks for investors
as economies adapt to low
carbon emissions, and
governance risks for trustees
and boards of directors.

considering thunderstorms, low-pressure fronts, and cyclonic
conditions. The discussion was timely, coming in the midst of
the storm sweeping through South Australia, wiping out power
across the state. While it was considered to be “a one in 50-year
event”, it does follow a year of higher than average storm
frequency and severity.

Around 60 delegates gathered at the Institute’s Forum last
Thursday (29 September) for the Climate Change Risks Insights
Session.
Attendees represented a wide range of industries. While
members practicing in general insurance made up the largest
group, over half the delegates were from other practice areas
including life and health insurance, reinsurance and banking.
The event heard from three speakers: Tim Andrews, Actuary and
Director of Finity Consulting, Emma Herd, CEO at the Investor
Group on Climate Change (IGCC), and Special Counsel at Minter
Ellison Sarah Barker.
The speakers each addressed one of the primary channels
identified by the Bank of England in their analytical framework
for assessing the impact of climate change. This framework
separates financial risks of climate change into physical risks,
transition risks and liability risks, and has proved to be a useful
assessment tool.

Tim explored some of the influences on the formation and size
of storms. Overall it is expected that there will be fewer weather
events across Australia, but those that occur will be more
intense.
Higher sea levels are also important risk factors when coupled
with storms.
Cycles still drive much of the experience (seasonal, ENSO, Indian
Ocean dipole) which, along with natural variability, makes a
climate change signal harder to see and data insights limited at
this stage.
One somewhat surprising fact for many in the room was that
Melbourne has more high wind days than Cairns!

The ph
physical
ysical risks of Climate Change
Of the various physical risks presented by climate change, Tim
Andrews (pictured below) focused on changes in weather risk,
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Mark
Market
et response to Climate Change
Emma Herd then discussed transition risks. She explained that
the Paris agreement, which (at October 2016) has been signed
by 191 UNFCCC members and ratified by 62, is significant
because it has sent a market signal, and is more practical than
previous attempts to achieve international agreement.
According to Julie Sims at Taylor Fry, “there is a general feeling
that the Paris agreement has crystalised the risks by specifying a
temperature target, and that companies will now be obliged to
take action to consider the impacts of potentially stranded
assets on their business in the short to medium term.”

action is already being taken by France and green finance
regulation in China means a booming industry of green bonds
and renewable energy lending.
Back in Australia, super funds are also exposed to transition
risks with significant investments in those same two sectors with
the largest exposure to climate change risks – mining / resources
and financial services.
Australia’s banks carry huge climate change risk on their balance
sheets through fossil fuel project lending and mortgages on
properties exposed to the physical risks of climate change.

Climate actions in law
Sarah Barker (pictured right) explained that there are a number
of areas of law in which climate actions can take place.
So far, there have been no successful class actions against a
company for negligence, or for misleading and/or deceptive
conduct. Actions are progressing however; the Illinois Farmers
Insurance vs Chicago action, in particular, tested the water.

The presentation then outlined the path required to meet
climate change obligations given different starting dates. Natalie
Warren, Head Business Actuary at XL Catlin, who was in the
audience, explained that too rapid a transition to a low carbon
future is still seen as a threat to financial stability instead of a
positive outcome.
“No matter when action is taken to reach a net zero emissions
future by 2050, the transition curve is extremely steep – and we
have already started too late,” she said.
Australia with its dominant resource and finance industries will
be particularly exposed to the transition as well as the physical
effects of climate change.
Regardless of this, actuaries should consider whether the
models they build are sufficiently allowing for climate change
risk, now and in the future.
“Because climate change is a financial risk, and measurement
and management of risk is actuaries' expertise, there is a role
for us to play in raising awareness and making these changes
happen,” said audience member Stephanie Wong, an actuary at
Suncorp.

Investment opportunities
Misleading disclosures are another notable area of risk for
companies. This is particularly the case where asset valuations
change dramatically due to the inclusion of climate change
whether it be the physical effect, or a likely outcome of climate
change adaption. General caveats in asset valuation disclaimers
will not be enough to protect companies – the risks will need to
be specifically caveated to avoid potential legal action.
In terms of insurer disclosure, The California Insurance
Commission was mentioned as leading the way as it already
requires insurers to disclose how they are managing climate
risks – both physical and financial.

Emma Herd (pictured left) explained that there are investment
opportunities in transition to a low carbon future. International

“Sarah’s talk made clear that, as a director, it is no defence to be
ignorant of climate change risks, to be a climate denier, to
default to the inadequate peer group response or to do
nothing,” said Natalie.
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Overall, the day provided delegates with broad insight into
current physical, transition and liability aspects of climate risk,
and illustrated that climate change and related adaption will
impact on all areas of actuarial focus.
The speakers' Presentation Slides can be accessed here.
Sharanjit Paddam of Deloitte, who chaired the Insights event
and convenes the Institute's Climate Change Working Group
(CCWG) said, "The CCWG is pleased to have organised this event
as part of the Institute's policy to improve education and
understanding of the risks of climate change to the industries
actuaries work in."
An upcoming paper by the Institute’s CCWG on "Climate Risk
Management for Financial Institutions" goes into more detail
about how these kinds of considerations are relevant for
financial institutions like banks, insurance companies and
superannuation funds.
This paper will be presented at the upcoming GI Seminar.
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Get the most out of study – YAP Melbourne
By Meg Yang
Experience this Young Actuaries’ Program session with Meg
Yang. The YAP session at the beginning of September focused on
how to get the most out of study and was presented by Daniel
Lavender, Cathy Marquis, David Knox and Vivian Dang.
Like some of you, I like to set ambitious study goals at the start
of every semester and often find myself falling behind my study
schedule. As the exam season approaches, we were very lucky to
hear from four speakers who act as markers and examiners at
the YAP session in Melbourne a few weeks ago:
Daniel Lavender spoke from his experience as the current
assistant examiner for General Insurance 3A. One lesson I
learned from Daniel is that people do not “fail” an exam, but
people often “don’t pass”. Forming the right mentality can help
us better prepare for our exams.
Cathy Marquis is an experienced exam marker for Life Insurance
2A and 2B. One lesson I learned from Cathy is that we can be
more efficient during study time if we allow ourselves some
down time. It’s important to balance study with work and
leisure.
Vivian Dang has been involved in leading the courses for the
Superannuation subjects, 6A and 6B. A key point that Vivian
made was that we should always back up our points with logical
reasoning during exams, rather than making general statements
and assuming they are obvious.

the Institute is looking for in qualifying actuaries, can help us
study with a clearer vision and purpose.
I summarized a list of exam tips based on my notes from this
event. Hopefully they can be helpful to those students who were
unable to attend in person:
• Time management during exams is key.
• Read the questions carefully and answer the question that is
actually being asked.
• Use dot points in your answers.
• Use all the information you are given.
• Justify your approach and assumptions.
• Avoid making dangerous statements.
For more details, you can find this session’s slides on the
Institute website (Link
Link)
At the end, I would like to share this quote from Albert Einstein
with every actuarial student:
"Never regard study as a duty but as an enviable opportunity to
learn to know the liberating influence of beauty in the realm of
the spirit for your own personal joy and to the profit of the
community to which your later works belong."
Good luck everyone!

David Kno
Knoxx is the former President of the Actuaries Institute and
has chaired the Institute Education Committee in the past. David
spoke from the view point of CAP course exam writers and made
it very clear that the course is designed to qualify actuaries and
there is no quota to pass students.
All speakers shared with the audience their tips for passing the
Part III exams and recommendations for studying more
efficiently. Given that each of the four speakers spoke from the
perspective of a different subject, I was surprised to hear how
many similarities there were in their suggestions. After all, our
Part III exams were designed to ensure that we possess the right
skills and knowledge to become actuaries and understand the
responsibilities that come with the great qualification.
Understanding how exams are designed and marked, and what
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2016 ERM Seminar Review
By Brett Riley
On Tuesday 20 September the Actuaries Institute, with support
from the Risk Management Practice Committee, held the eighth
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Seminar. The conference
was held the Forum at the Actuaries Institute’s Sydney offices
and included 15 impressive speakers and strong media
coverage. Brett Riley reports.

The objectives of the seminar were:
▪ To cover practical risk management topics and current risk
related issues, particularly in Australian financial services.
▪ To present the latest developments in risk management and
discuss some of the more difficult issues in risk management,
providing ideas for attendees for dealing with these in their
organisations.
▪ To develop the skills and enhance the profile of Australian risk
managers, and provide a forum for networking.
▪ To hear from some high-profile thought leaders on risk
management.

Key Themes
The seminar had broad appeal across a range of industries.
However, attendees working in APRA-regulated industries found
the day particularly useful. Many risk management frameworks
have traditionally focused on the “hard” side of risk
management, including governance structures, risk analysis and
measurement, risk processes and risk reporting. These areas are
established and generally well understood within most
organisations. However, the “soft” side of risk management has
often been lacking. In part, this is because the softer side of a
risk management framework is more difficult to address.
This part covers the human element of risk management, such
as risk culture, behaviour, influencing and reading people,
negotiation, persuasion and effective communication
techniques. These topics are receiving more attention (including
from regulators), as they are equally important for a sound and
effective risk management framework. These areas were a key
focus throughout the seminar. Another key theme was the
benefit from a robust stress-testing and scenario analysis
regime. This was covered in many of the sessions. While
regulators such as APRA have promoted stronger scenario
analysis and stress testing, there are strong commercial benefits
for companies, by better understanding their risk profiles and
preparing mitigation strategies for adverse scenarios once these
have been explored. A number of non-executive directors either
spoke or chaired sessions, to provide their perspective on what
Boards want to see in a strong risk management program. More
detail on the day’s speakers is set out below.

In total 88 people attended the seminar, covering both members
and many non-members. While many of the sessions had a
broad appeal, there were many useful points for actuaries to
take away, whether they work as specialist risk managers or in
other roles.
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David Murray stands with Brett
Riley from the ERM 2016 Event
Organising Committee.

Plenary 1

The Speak
Speakers
ers
Keynote Address

This session covered two key risk scenarios spanning multiple
industries. Firstly, Ross Greenwood (pictured right) of Channel
Nine and 2GB spoke about the threat of a fall in residential
property prices. He talked about recent supply and demand
influences on prices, including increased construction, foreign
demand and falling interest rates improving serviceability. Ross
described potential shocks to trigger falling prices, including
external ones (e.g. another financial crisis, or problems in China)
and internal shocks (a local recession). He identified the threat
from the “butterfly effect” i.e. issues in one area causing wider
problems and noted that this is most likely to affect apartment
developments.

This was given by David Murray, former CEO of Commonwealth
Bank, Chairman of the Future Fund (2005-2012) and chair of the
government’s recent Financial System Inquiry. David spoke
about many of the reputational issues facing Australian banks.
He noted that Australian corporate law places many obligations
on directors; in his view a greater focus on accountability should
rest with executives, particularly the CEO. David also said that
many Boards are failing banks, due to an absence of belief and
support at Board level. This has been a factor in the recent
systemic reputational issues faced by banks.
David also stressed that it is important that the banks are not
politicised. He advised against a royal commission into the
banks.

View the video here:
https://youtu.be/a5QnVaBdM9w

Simon Warner (pictured right) of AMP Capital then discussed
“economic dislocation”. He talked about the abnormal current
economic environment, with low-interest rates, low inflation and
low growth. He discussed the implications for risks in the
financial system in the future, and the threat of a continuation of
this environment due to demographic and population effects.
He noted that central banks have very limited powers in the
current environment to support economies if there is another
financial crisis.
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Plenary 2
This session discussed ways to identify emerging risks. The first
speaker, Richard Foda, CRO of Swiss Re, defined them as “newly
developing or changing risks which are difficult to quantify and
may have a major impact on society and industry”. Current
examples include the sharing economy and threats to digital
identities. Richard set out a practical approach to identify and
then measure and manage emerging risks. He mentioned
scenario planning as an effective risk mitigant.

interesting for actuaries, as he introduced data analytics as a
means of measuring risk culture

Neil Allan of Systemic Consult then described a different
approach, based on complex systems. These consider
connections, dependencies and feedback. The approach is
grounded in evolutionary theory. This approach shows that
emerging risks are nearly always simple combinations of known
characteristics, which are a key focus for analysis.

Paul Guignard of the Capability Institute then described culture
within the context of a broader framework for measuring the
capability of an organisation to meet its objectives. This brings a
strong commercial focus to the framework, by measuring and
reporting on performance.
Hazel Nicholls (pictured below) then gave some perspectives and
shared experiences of these softer issues as a non-executive
director.
Plenary 3
Gloria Yu (pictured below right) then chaired a session in which
Alan Hudson (below left) took us through skills to read people
through their facial expressions and body language. A useful skill
for a risk manager is “deception detection” i.e. being able to tell
when the risk manager is not being told accurate information.
Attendees learned the seven universal facial expressions, before
breaking to pull faces at one another over lunch.

Plenary 4
This session covered the topical issues of risk culture, conduct
risk and reputation. Harry Toukalas of Blackhall & Pearl said that
we should focus on the broader culture in a firm rather than risk
culture. He described culture as a local construct and the
importance of identifying strong influencers of culture within
firms through social network analysis; these influencers are not
necessarily senior executives. His presentation was particularly

Plenary 5
In this session, David Hall (CRO of The Hollard Insurance
Company) and Anthony Brown (CEO of Noble Oak) gave case
studies on their risk management frameworks in practice.
Having a general insurer and a life insurer represented allowed
attendees to see two different approaches. A key theme in these
presentations was on the importance of the softer aspects of
risk management.
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Tammy Venturoni from the NDIA (pictured above, right with
Actuaries Institute Senior Vice President, Jenny Lyon) won the
iPad competition for asking the best question on the day: what
elements of a risk management framework typically changed in
making the shift from a compliance focused risk management
approach to one where risk management is business as usual?

Plenary 6
Finally, Matthew Wilson (CRO of EML and a trained lawyer),
Gavin Pearce (CRO of icare and an actuary) and Ben Gully (CRO
of APRA and an economist - pictured right) gave different views
on what makes a good CRO and why they think their
backgrounds have helped them in their current roles. A panel
discussion explored the role of risk managers in future and
APRA’s expectations in this area.

Final Thoughts
The 2016 ERM Seminar brought together a wide range of views
on risk and risk management. It considered many of the
practical risk-related challenges currently facing industry. There
are no easy answers for many of the topics covered, but the
seminar gave participants new techniques and ideas to take
away to apply in their own organisations. Thank you to the
Organising Committee, our speakers, chairs, and the Actuaries
Institute for helping to deliver a successful event.
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Making Change for the Better
By Jenny Lyon and Sara Lee
James Fitzpatrick, Chief Customer Officer for AMP’s SMSF
business - SuperConcepts, spoke at a recent Leadership Forum
of the importance of self-awareness; reflection; caring about
your team, and approaching problems from different
perspectives. Jenny Lyon and Sara Lee report.

to see what he can observe and learn. One tool he has used
effectively is journaling – writing down his thoughts and
reflections. This provides a more formal way of recording your
idea but also ensures a more consistent approach and one
which encourages ongoing learning.

Most of us have a view on the definition of Leadership but we
are not always able to articulate it clearly. It was clear that James
Fitzpatrick has done a lot of thinking, and learning about
leadership during his career. He takes his responsibilities to his
staff and the organisation he works for very seriously and
ensures he continues to reflect on what works and what doesn’t.

Leading TTeams
eams

At the recent Leadership Forum on 19 September Leadership as
a force for making positive change, James defined leadership for
him as “making change for the better” as it applies to self, teams
and wider human systems. When he applied for his first
leadership role he had to step outside his comfort zone and
have the courage to believe that he had the skills and ability to
become a good leader. It was obvious in his presentation that he
has applied himself proactively to both the theory of leadership
and experiential learning.
James is currently the Chief Customer Officer for AMP’s SMSF
business - SuperConcepts. His first leadership role was with
Suncorp where he subsequently held a variety of senior
leadership roles across commercial and personal insurance. This
included the opportunity to work on a start-up internally – (the
Bingle business) which was key in developing some of his
experience. In addition to his hands-on learning he
has completed the Benevolent Society’s Sydney Leadership
Program in 2012 which is based on the Harvard Adaptive
Leadership model being applied to complex social problems.

James highlighted the power of caring when working with your
team and believes this is key to building a strong relationship
with them. Caring needs to be genuine and is demonstrated by
your ability to develop two-way conversations, by listening
carefully and by thinking about the personal growth and needs
of the individuals in the team. He also believes it is important to
live your values, know what they are, do what you say and
behave honestly and consistently. A key piece of advice he was
given and which informs his behaviour is to always assume the
people you are dealing with are “rational, talented and
motivated individuals”. This encourages you to understand
where they are coming from and to look at things through their
lens rather than your own.
Finally, he noted the importance of always providing team
members with sufficient information and background when
discussing projects, to ensure they have context and are able to
understand the whole picture rather than just their part of it.

James considered achieving positive change from three
perspectives:
• Self
• Teams, and
• Human Systems
Self-awareness and knowing how others perceive you is key to
understanding how you operate as a leader. James takes a
structured approach to this and sets time aside to reflect on
conversations he has had with staff and the resultant outcome

Human Systems
James reflected on his study with the benevolent society and the
models they used to consider larger human systems – as an
example, he referred to high schools offering consistent
environments where you can observe patterns of behaviour (the
behaviours will usually change when people leave that particular
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structure and environment). By comparing across a range of
schools there may be ways to identify improvements and to
bring different approaches as a leader to that environment. We
took from this that we should be observing and thinking about
the structure in which we operate as leaders and considering
similarities/differences with other teams and what we might
change in order to change culture/behaviour, i.e. apply our
learnings.

James presented very thoughtful, considered and practical views
on leadership which we can all learn from. In particular, selfreflection and care for others is key.
Access the presentation and audio from the Leadership Forum.

Challenges for Actuaries

James noted that there is a strong stereotype of an actuary in
some organisations and it is a challenge to move beyond this
and demonstrate other diverse experience. He was keen to
emphasise that we all bring diversity of thought and that
experiences outside work are valuable but we need to find a way
of demonstrating this in our work environment. To do this it is
important to change your own perspective as well as that of
others to understand how you can bring that diversity to the
conversation. As an example, he suggested that rather than
approaching a problem or project from the position of technical
expert we could try to consider it from the customer perspective
or from the marketing department perspective. The underlying
analysis is potentially the same, bringing the high level of
technical excellence, but when thinking about how to present
results or to anticipate the questions which may be asked, it is
worth considering it from the point of view of others. Perhaps
you can reframe your language and approach when speaking to
them – this will help to change others’ perspective of you and
will make you think differently yourself.
One of the comments which James made about himself was that
he felt he acted as a peacemaker and acted as a bridge between
people. He saw his role as bringing together parties and
enabling them to connect and work together, helping to get the
best out of people.
When asked whether leaders are born or can be made, James
acknowledged that while this is a matter of personal opinion he
believes they can be made based on theoretical learning,
combined with hands-on experience. However, he did note that
when interviewing people for leadership positions there are
characteristics which he looks for as he believes this supports
them in developing successfully into effective leaders. These
characteristics include – strong values (and alignment with the
business values), a passion for the business, passion for the
people you work with and a generous approach when working
with people. He also noted that born or made, all leaders benefit
from dedicating time to allow themselves to reflect and
understand their behaviours.
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Sarah Johnson "humbled" to be awarded Actuary
of the Year 2016
By Actuaries Institute
Sarah Johnson, Scheme Actuary of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS), has been named 2016 Actuary of the
Year in recognition of her innovative and pioneering social
reform work.
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Sarah, who has been the Foundation Scheme Actuary of the
NDIS since its inception in 2013, said she was "very happy and
humbled" to win the award. "The NDIS is a huge social reform
of which I am privileged to be a part. This reform highlights the
importance of the actuarial skill set in delivering social reform"
said Sarah.
As a critical contributor to the Executive Management Group of
the National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA), Sarah reports
directly to the CEO and the Board. She has led the development
of an inhouse actuarial and sustainability capability within the
NDIA, which will expand to an annual expenditure of $22 billion
over the next three years, embedding the actuarial control cycle
into day-to-day operations of the agency and overall
governance.
“The NDIS is one of the most important social initiatives in
Australia since the introduction of Medicare," said Lindsay
Smartt, President of the Actuaries Institute. "This award
recognises Sarah’s major contribution to the success of the NDIS
and the introduction of actuarial techniques into a new and
exciting area of social policy.”

View the video here:
https://youtu.be/
3GTt_jGfDPM
Watch Sarah discuss the role
of actuaries in implementing
the scheme and her personal
satisfaction working in the
job.

View the video here:
https://youtu.be/ho_tX8PnMWM
Following her Plenary talk at the
2015 Injury Schemes Seminar,
Sarah outlines participant
feedback from a Pilot Study on
NDIS trial sites.

Sarah was encouraged by John Walsh AM to complete her
actuarial studies and says it was some of the best advice she
ever received. In a 2014 interview with Actuaries Magazine,
Sarah said: “An actuary who has a deep understanding and a
passion for an industry and can apply their technical actuarial
skills, is able to make a real difference and improve that
industry. I see a huge potential for actuaries to influence the
shape of Australia’s human services sector.”
Prior to taking up her role with the NDIS, Sarah spent 10 years at
PwC working closely with governments across Australia in the
areas of disability and social policy. She was instrumental in
securing an additional $2 billion in funding for disability in NSW
under Stronger Together 2, an initiative of the NSW Department
of Family and Community services. Through her work with the
COAG Disability Investment Group and the Productivity
Commission inquiry, Sarah helped lay the foundations for the
establishment of the NDIS.
“Sarah has become, with distinction, the face of the actuarial
profession in many public forums, highlighting the important
role of our profession and skillset in this unique initiative, and
it’s potential to contribute to broader social and economic
decision-making,” said Lindsay.
Sarah will be presented with the award at the Actuaries Institute
Celebration and Networking Dinner being held in Sydney on
Tuesday 29 November 2016. The full citation for the award can
be read here. Congratulations Sarah.
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